
Eclat Speech PromptersAAAFGHFHGFHJGHJGHJGHJGA==,  tool  to  help ministers, 
teachers  and  anyone  giving speeches  be more 
confident  in  their  lines.  With a Speech prompter R to  
cue them,  they  are  able to  concentrate  on  the 
emotion and  delivery,  as opposed  to  trying  to 
remember every  word verbatim. The  key  to  any 
delivery  is being able  to  keep  eye  contact  with  the 
audience,  or the  camera. Eclat Speech prompter 
AAGAallows speaker  to  read the  lines,  without 
breaking eye contact,  or disrupting  the  natural  flow 
of  the delivery.Speech teleprompter  is  poised  to 
help your  talent to deliver  their  lines  to  the 
camera,  or  a live audience  with  ease.  No 
more  worrying about remembering  lines,  or losing  
their  place.  With  a Professional  Speech 
teleprompter operator backing them  up,  their 
delivery will be masterful.
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STP-1AG Specifica�ons

 

Adjustable scrolling speed as desired.

Support MS Word, RTF, Unicode & Text file format.

Offers Word processing features. 

USER-FRIENDLY

PROMPTING

Support Indian and foreign language.
MULTI-LANGUAGE SUPPORT

SPEECH CONTROL

FILE-FORMAT-SUPPORT

FORMATTING/EDITING

Open, Save, Print and Edit.

So�ware conforms to system resolu�on.

Support dual-monitor display to back-end control.

SCROLLING

DUAL MONITOR SUPPORT

Saves script forma�ng tamplet for similar files.

PROMPTER MIRROR
Highly polished , an�-reflectant and clear glass 

PROMPTER STAND
Professional height adjustable and glass adjustable 
stand with robust monitor base, can be integrated 
with podium also.

Offers user friendly interface.

1 YEAR WARRANTY

Mirrored and un-mirrored promp�ng op�ons.

Forward and reserve scrolling op�ons.

FILE OPTIONS

RESOLUTION

FORMATTING TAMPLET

specially designed and customised as per user 
requirements.

POINTER
Pointer to maintain eye contact with scrolling script.

PROMPT OUTPUT FORMATTING
Increase/decrease line spacing between text line.
Background and foreground colour selec�on.
Se�ng will be saved as default for next script.
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